December 24, 2015

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CORPORATE BLVD SHOOTER IDENTIFIED
Update 12-24-15
Baton Rouge Police Detectives have identified the individual in the attached photograph, GLENN SPEARS, 27 of 675 Wooddale Blvd., as the
shooter in connection with the shooting death of George Reusch Jr.
GLENN SPEARS was observed by a witness entering Reusch’s vehicle when a single gunshot was heard from inside the vehicle. GLENN was then
seen exiting the vehicle and leaving the scene on foot accompanied by another male subject, later identified as his brother, D’MON SPEARS.
GLENN SPEARS is wanted on charges of First Degree Murder, Armed Robbery and Illegal Use of a Weapon.
Anyone with any information on the whereabouts of GLENN SPEARS is urged to contact Violent Crimes Unit at 389-4869 or Crime Stoppers at
344-7867.
Update 12-24-15
GABRIELLE ROGERS, 25 of 1590 Court St. Port Allen, LA., along with D’MON SPEARS, 23 of 675 Wooddale Blvd. have been arrested in
connection with the shooting death of George Reusch Jr.
ROGERS and SPEARS, along with an unknown male suspect, arrived at 5110 Corporate Blvd to meet Reusch Jr. for a planned drug transaction.
During the transaction Reush Jr. was shot and killed by the unknown suspect. It was also learned that ROGERS also had her 5 year old son in the
vehicle during the transportation of the suspects to and from the shooting.
ROGERS and SPEARS were booked in the East Baton Rouge Parish Prison on charge of Principal to First Degree Murder. ROGERS was also
charged with Contributing to the Delinquency of a Juvenile.
Original 12-21-15
Baton Rouge Police Homicide Detectives are investigating the death of GEORGE REUSCH Jr, 27, 38416 Silverstone Avenue, which occurred
around 7:20pm last night in the parking lot at 5110 Corporate Boulevard.
It is believed Reusch was shot while sitting in his vehicle in the parking lot of the shopping center. Reusch was transported to a local hospital where
he succumbed to his injuries. Two unknown black males were seen fleeing the scene after the shooting.
The motive to this shooting is unknown at this time.
Anyone with information on this incident is urged to contact the Violent Crimes Unit at 389-4869 or Crime Stoppers at 344-7867.
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